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MSRP

FAR850
Fabarm SDASS Pro

Telescopic Stage 2 12/76
Pump Shotgun 

CG150 B cal. 12  76 mm  8  I.C.  51  93.5  
1330.00 € incl.

tax

Telescopic stock and flip-up type folding sights, this rifle clearly displays its tactical character!
Forget the slopes of the stocks of grandpa's shotguns, the weapon here is straight, linear, allowing stable
recoil and great speed of target acquisition. Its telescopic stock has an adjustable cheekpiece, the barrel is
jacketed over its entire length and the CERAKOTE Carbon Gray coating perfectly highlights the design of
the weapon, helped by modern and dynamic logos. The SDASS PRO TELESCOPIC STAGE 2 is extremely
effective both in “sport shooting” type use and for a “defense” orientation in multiple aspects.

51 cm (20'') barrel with TRIBORE HP bore and muzzle brake.
Total capacity 7+1 shots.
MIL-STD 1913 cantilever type rail, allowing the barrel to be disassembled/reassembled without the
need for zeroing the optics.
Choke: INNER HP ACCURACY.
Lightened 7075 T6 Aluminum casing.
Finish: CERAKOTE Carbon Grey.
Telescopic stock (length from 265 to 340 mm) with height-adjustable cheek piece (3 positions).
Composite stock and handguard.
Pump reset return spring in the handguard.
Pistol handle with non-slip grip.
Diopter and handlebars both adjustable and folding, in nylon.
Carabiner anchor allowing passage of the sling from 9 to 12 o'clock.

 

Chambered in 12/76 caliber, it has an INNER HP ACCURACY type internal choke and a muzzle brake
which generate impressive ballistic quality. The barrel, drilled in the mass, has a TRIBORE HP profile to
primarily allow a reduction in recoil and the obtaining of perfect and regular sprays, with all cartridges,
including bullets. The proven steel ball weapon benefits from the exclusive test at 1630 BAR that the CIP test
bench in Gardone Val Trompia carries out for the company FABARM SpA

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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